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Spa The Spa at Ten Trinity Square, UK

A gold &
silver lining
Once the home of the Port of London Authority, the Edwardian splendour
of The Spa at Four Seasons Hotel at Ten Trinity Square now boasts French flair
and Japanese style. European Spa heads inside to escape from the city

I

R EP OR T BY I A N PA R KES

t is now almost a century ago that former Prime
Minister David Lloyd George formally opened the
grandiose building that is Ten Trinity Square. Sited
opposite the Tower of London, and with Tower Bridge
in the background, Ten Trinity Square formerly served
as the Port of London Authority’s imposing, Beaux-Arts
headquarters for more than 50 years.
The Edwardian Grade II-listed building, which was badly
damaged during the Second World War and not renovated
until the 1970s, is now in the hands of Thai-Chinese
property development company, the Reignwood Group, run
by billionaire Chanchai Ruayrungruang, whose portfolio
includes the UK’s renowned Wentworth golf course.
Purchased in 2010, a multi-million-pound redevelopment
commenced a year later, overseen by London-based architects
Aukett Swanke and construction company Ardmore, and
taking six years to complete, primarily for archaeological
reasons as numerous Roman artefacts were discovered during
excavation work to strengthen the original foundations.
Inside the vaulted portico entrance, guarded by four
Corinthian columns and with a colossal sculpture of Father
Thames sitting high up in a tower that stands atop the
building, there now resides a 100-room hotel and an antique
bathing parlour-inspired spa, overseen by Four Seasons, along
with 41 private apartments and a private members’ club.

The shimmering subterranean pool at
Ten Trinity Square, with the vitality pool
and a neck massager in the background
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An underground city escape
Ten Trinity’s subterranean 1,680sqm spa is a sophisticated
west-meets-east infusion of French contemporary elegance
from Joseph Caspari, and intricate Japanese styling from
Mio Shibuya, the Paris-based architects and designers who
collaborated on the project, providing guests with a tranquil
oasis in the heart of the city.
“We wanted to create a harmonious space where our guests
could escape from the busy city and feel truly relaxed,” says
Andre Buldini, Ten Trinity Square’s director of rooms. “Given
our location, we needed a spa that would cater not only for
our hotel guests but also the businessmen and women based
in the local area, providing an elegant and refined atmosphere
in terms of design and service.”
There is certainly a ‘wow’ factor about the spa. What the
area lacks in natural light, given its lower-ground-floor city
location, is more than compensated for by the vivacity of the
oval-shaped reception that greets a guest upon arrival. What
immediately strikes visitors is the floor-to-ceiling golden
mosaic that sweeps along the walls of the entire space, adding
a lustre to the retail area housed within it.
The wet and thermal area is a natural hub, with specialist
engineering design by UK-based Devin Consulting. Situated
beneath the peristyle of the building is a 14m swimming pool
and a vitality pool, supplied by Neuman Aqua, with the latter
including two body loungers, a reflexology station, body jets
and a neck massager. Barr + Wray installed the sauna and a
steam room that sit at either end, while two of the corners
feature relaxation rooms.
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This space is dominated by four monolithic square
columns encased in Zebrino marble and overlaid with a silver
mosaic of vegetal motifs.
“Mio and I turned the lack of natural light to our
advantage,” explains Caspari. “We provided the guests
entering the spa a sensorial experience by using the gold and
silver mosaics.
“While designing the spa, I was initially inspired by the
history and scale of the building. Its neo-classical architecture
offered guidelines that allowed me to suggest to a guest that
the spa is a continuity of the original building, that it has
always been there.
“Capturing the spirit of antique bathing parlours, I have
tried to embody a sense of restfulness and purity, with clean
lines, noble materials, and the silver motifs. I believe there is a
timeless character to this whole setting.”
Expanding on Caspari’s description, Shibuya adds:
“The creation of the spa was intended to
encapsulate a space far removed from ordinary
life – to offer guests a feeling of entering into
a relaxing cocoon. There is this surreal effect,

“The spa may be below
ground, but it is light and bright
and once people see it, they
are wowed. The design is
really beautiful.”
Anjana Nicolas Spa director
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Clockwise from top left: A sweeping golden mosaic welcomes guests in
the spa reception area; the exquisite 14m indoor pool supplied by Neuman
Aqua; the vitality pool, complete with body loungers, a reflexology station,
body jets and a neck massager; the imperious facade of Four Seasons Hotel
London at Ten Trinity Square

hopefully providing something unique they will not have
previously experienced, but also done in an elegant way that
reflects the image of Four Seasons hotels and resorts.”
Caspari describes his design duet with Shibuya as “like
playing piano with four hands.” He adds: “Considering our
origins, she brought the east and I the west. While the project
was conceived together, Mio added Japanese sensibility that
can be seen in every element of the spa.”

Fine-tuning luxury
Spa director Anjana Nicolas, who worked with numerous
brands in the hotel industry before joining Four Seasons,
feels something spectacular has been created from what was
nothing more than “a shell” when she first arrived in 2016.
“Where Four Seasons is very strong is that there was a
good hotel marketing plan in place. There was also a strong
strategy that helped conceptualise the spa,” reveals Nicolas.
“The spa may be below ground, but it is light and bright
and once people see it, they are wowed. You only have to
open the doors to the swimming pool and any doubts they
may have had are blown away. The design is really
beautiful. It is sober, luxurious and very well done.”
After the spa opened last May, the focus for
Nicolas for the remainder of that year was on what
she calls ‘fine tuning’. In particular, this was due to
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Going underground
The constraints posed by Ten Trinity Square’s
subterranean spa were a challenge for all
concerned in its creation, particularly for UK-based
Devin Consulting, the pool and spa specialist
consulting engineers.
Devin provided the engineering design on the
swimming pool tanks, the pool water treatment,
the hydro pool water and air features, as well as
the sauna, steam rooms, and hammam.
Tom Devin
Despite the construction challenges, the end
result is described by managing director Tom Devin as a ‘joy’.
“While we provided the engineering designs to make the spa
facilities work, having Joseph Caspari and Mio Shibuya on the team
was a dream,” says Devin.
“The spaces they created, and the finishes and lighting they
detailed have made for a truly special spa. I believe we have done
justice to the building,” he adds.
Explaining the obstacles encountered during the initial design
stages, Devin recalls: “I can clearly remember, in the early days,
walking with the design team through the bowels of a beautiful, but
almost derelict building.
“As the floor-to-ceiling heights were fixed, and in some cases
quite low, some of the plant needed to be specially designed to fit.
The extensive basement areas, however, were a Godsend as they
facilitated the large amounts of servicing required.
“We then chose two experienced companies for the installation of
the various facilities in Barr + Wray and Neuman Aqua.”
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From top: Stunning white marble and pearl glass
mosaic tiles in the hammam; products from
Dr Burgener, Amala, ESPA and marocMaroc line
the curved walls of the reception area; fitness
equipment from Matrix, Hammer Strength, Life
Fitness and Woodway completes the spa’s gym

the selection of four product partners, namely Dr Burgener,
Amala, ESPA and marocMaroc, and the education that was
necessary in order to deliver their treatment protocols to the
highest standards.
“With around 40 treatments on the menu, and as London
has a high turnover of therapists, there was a lot of training,
so everything took a bit of time,” says Nicolas.
“In terms of business, the focus for a number of spas is on
providing massage treatments. Traditionally, that receives
the highest number of requests,” she continues. “However,
we want to be more focused on facials, body treatments
and hammam, which is a very exclusive product. Our
competitors do have hammams, but nothing like ours.
“So, from our launch through to December, there was lots
to sort out – getting the products ready, the team ready. This
year, our focus will be on further enhancing the business.”

A hammam haven
Leading off from the reception area are eight treatment
rooms. These include a couples’ suite; a gym, with equipment
supplied by Matrix, Hammer Strength, Life Fitness and
Woodway; a yoga suite; a manicure and pedicure suite, with
products from OPI; and what Nicolas considers to be the
jewel in the spa’s crown, the hammam.
Again, the collaboration between Caspari and Shibuya
shines through, with the hammam reflecting a traditional
Turkish bath – its central bellystone and curved seating areas
made from white marble, while the walls and domed ceiling
are covered with a stunning pearl glass mosaic.
The hammam, while available to day guests and members,
can also be accessed exclusively by those enjoying the
couples’ suite, which has its own steam room and private
changing area. Like the other treatment rooms, decoration
involves dark wood flooring and panelling leading up to an
oval domed ceiling.
“Alongside the swimming pool facilities, I would suggest
the hammam is our USP. It is such a plus to have a space
like that, in particular given our central London location,”
enthuses Nicolas.
There are three specific treatments related to the
hammam, including an Ultimate Sensory Journey for Two
from marocMaroc, which incorporates a deep black soap
scrub, followed by Miel d’Ambre scrub and bathing ritual,
and concluding with a massage.

“While designing the spa, I was
initially inspired by the history
and scale of the building. I believe
there is a timeless character to
this whole setting.”
Joseph Caspari Architect and designer
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Clockwise from above: The couples treatment suite
provides seclusion and privacy; a chic east-meets-west
vibe echoes throughout the spa; nail service excellence is
provided courtesy of OPI

Perfect partners
Among the variety of other treatments on offer from an
extensive menu is a Swiss Age Perfecting Jewel facial
from Dr. Burgener, utilising a bamboo-infused scrub, and
the Ultimate LifeStage Facial, which involves ESPA’s
LifeStage product range. Amala further provides a signature
Harmonising Detoxifying Ritual that includes a massage
and warm body mask incorporating dried Indian Rassoul
clay and silky body butter.
Describing the variety and combination of product
partners on offer, Nicolas says: “Dr. Burgener is a great
partnership, with a lady (Dr. Pauline Burgener) who
works from the heart. Looking at the positioning of
our hotel, we wanted a brand that was niche
and could offer exclusivity, which is not very
common in London.
“It was the same with Amala, another very

“We aim to be the leading provider
of spa and wellness services
for the local market.”
Andre Buldini Director of rooms,
Four Seasons Hotel London at
Ten Trinity Square
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good selection, which is again niche and also organic – these
are brands that are genuine and can grow gradually with us.
“I was introduced to marocMaroc when I worked at the
Royal Mansour hotel in Marrakech. The brand was conceived
for the launch of that beautiful hotel, so for me, there was a
touch of nostalgia in bringing them on board as they recall a
sense of Morocco, with its authenticity and exotic touch.
“ESPA, I’ve known for more than 20 years. Their strength
is in providing good technical training. For marketing, you
cannot beat them because they are so well known, and I
really do like their LifeStage Facial, which is beautifully done.
“I’m very happy and comfortable with the whole
combination of these brands. They are distinctive and provide
memorable treatments.”

Business first
As part of a wide-ranging business plan, the spa launched
its membership model in January, offering a simple range
of packages for leisure and corporate guests, individuals and
couples, and either for a full week, or Monday to Friday,
while there are also day passes available.
Given its location and its numerous competitors located
within a short radius, Ten Trinity Square is aware it has to
stand out in a congested maketplace.
“We have done quite a bit of social media marketing and
website enhancements, offering lots of packages for local
markets,” states Nicolas. “As we are in a corporate area we
want to attract a high percentage of male guests. We were
expecting the male-to-female ratio to be 80:20, but the
reality is we are 50:50.
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Above from left: The classical pool entrance at The Spa at
Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten Trinity Square; flowing
lines envelop guests as they enter the sauna, which was
specified by Devin Consulting and supplied by Barr + Wray

“That’s not disrupting our strategy, however. We still want
to make sure our male guests are aware that our spa is for
them, too, which is why we have introduced a whole section
for the male market, entitled ‘The Ten Trinity Man’.
“Aside from that, we have short treatments we can
enhance for our Monday-to-Friday clients, while at weekends
we have our leisure guests. At the moment we have built up a
database of 500 local users, which is good for year one.”
The business strategy is fluid, however, as Ten Trinity
Square finds its feet in the London spa market. “We are
reviewing our business plan every two-to-three months
because, as a new hotel, a new spa, we cannot have just
one strategy,” explains Nicolas. “Our focus right now is on
retail, facial treatments and memberships, and we’ve kept
our membership system relatively simple. We didn’t want
to over-complicate it with numerous packages. Being in this
corporate area, we know Monday-Friday memberships are
going to be a hit. We’ve already noticed a trend of corporate
doing very well. We’re also doing great with day passes.”

Market leader
Alongside the striking Rotunda Bar that greets guests as they
move off from the main reception area, and two
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fine-dining restaurants in Mei Ume, serving Chinese and
Japanese cuisine, and La Dame de Pic, overseen by three
Michelin-starred chef Anne-Sophie Pic, the addition of a
Gielly Green hair salon in March, sited on the ground floor,
will prove a further draw.
But it is the spa, described by Caspari as being “detached
from the exterior world”, and transporting guests into
“another universe” that Ten Trinity Square is looking to make
its mark with.
“We now offer one of the largest spa and fitness facilities in
this area of the City of London, with a wellness concept that
is tailored to meet the needs of our hotel guests and the local
market,” claims Andre Buldini.
“In working with a number of exclusive brand partners,
such as Dr Burgener, ESPA, Amala and marocMaroc, and
engaging with retail brands to ensure that we continue to
provide an exciting offering for our guests, spa members and
visitors, we aim to be the leading provider of spa and wellness
services for this market,” he states.
THE SPA AT FOUR SEASONS LONDON AT TEN TRINITY SQUARE
+44 (0) 203 297 3780 | www.fourseasons.com/tentrinity
Owner: Reignwood Group Spa size: 1,680sqm Spa team: 14
Treatment rooms: 8 Product partners: Dr Burgener, ESPA, Amala,
marocMaroc, OPI Thermal spa design and supply: Devin Consulting,
Barr + Wray Wet spa design and supply: Devin Consulting, Neuman Aqua
Other suppliers: Gharieni, Matrix, Hammer Strength, Life Fitness,
Woodway, RKF, Comphy, Silvera, dpa Lighting
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